
Objectives...

CASE STUDY -

Sean Maddison - Contact Strategy Manager

Over  3.8 million customers choose to get their energy from E.ON, making them one of the leading 
energy providers in the UK.

With over 5,500 agents working in contact centres around the world, their aim is to make energy 
simpler, smarter and more sustainable.

We were engaged to create a fresh, positive and streamlined caller experience that reflected 
their revised brand. 

As part of the set-up, we re-designed the call flows, re-scripted all prompts and recorded them 
using voice artists and music tracks that reflected E.ON’s brand identity. The focus on the 
customer was paramount – we wanted callers to feel in control of their journey and be confident 
to self-serve through clear signposting. Queues were built to reflect caller profiles and the 
individual lines in scope, resulting in a personalised, dynamic caller experience.

With our managed service we work in partnership with E.ON, supporting changes and making 
recommendations to ensure the caller journey is always consistent and positive, in a climate 
where change is the only real constant.

Simplify and enhance the customer journey

Reduce internal transfers

Promote digital awareness and key 
brand/campaign messaging

Promote the benefits of self-service / positive
deflection (where appropriate)

Improve caller experience

Watch video at: 
info.premiercx.co.uk/eon-video

“We increased our speech recognition success 
from 61% up to 75% across the board - and you
helped us do that by asking the questions in the
right way.”

https://info.premiercx.co.uk/eon-video
https://info.premiercx.co.uk/eon-video


See how Premier CX can help your business

AUDIO BRANDING

IVR DESIGN

FAQ VIDEOS

CX CONSULTANCY

The Results...

Our mission is to be the leading CX experts for customer contact communication. We are an independent creative agency specialising 
in helping contact centres optimise their customers experience across all channels. We work across all contact centre touchpoints to 
reduce user effort, create brand consistency and improve customer satisfaction - a fully intergrated approach to customer experience.

“Speech recognition success increased from 
61% to 75%”

“Customer complaints about caller
experience all but disappeared”

“Internal complaints regarding caller journeys
removed with increased response rates”

“Customer con�dence increased”

“Messages and music are now tailored to 
the caller creating a personalised journey”

“We’re able to update our messages quickly 
and professionally - your turnaround times
are phenomenal” 

“Over the course of the 3 week migration 
self-serve attempts went from @14k per 
week to @20k.  Across the same period there
was an increase from 20.5% to 23.1% of 
calls going into self-serve”
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